Book your personal tour with us today!

9842 7744

Principal: Debbie Mierisch
Assistant Principal: Karlie Gooding

Milgate Primary School | Landscape Drive
East Doncaster Vic 3109
E: milgate.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au

www.milgateps.vic.edu.au

Starting Great at Milgate

EAST DONCASTER

FOUNDATION 2016
PARENT INFORMATION EVENING
Monday 23 March 7 - 8pm
Our Transition Program

“Preschoolers who attend seven or more transition sessions adjust to Foundation better”
Kay Margetts [Associate Professor in Early Childhood, Melbourne University]

At Milgate we understand that your child’s transition from Pre-School / Childcare to Primary School is such an important step ... not just for your child, but for the whole family.

So we’ve developed a comprehensive Transition Program to give your child every chance for a successful start to school life.

Mon 23 Mar
Foundation 2016 | Parent Information Evening
7.00 - 8.00pm
Is your child starting school in 2016? Come and find out about what makes Milgate such a successful and exciting place to learn! Everyone is welcome.

Sat 9 May
Open Day
9.30 - 11.30am
Our School Leaders and Foundation Teachers will show you a day in the life of a Milgate student. Come and experience the stimulating learning that happens every day in and out of our classrooms.

Tue 19 May
EDUCATION WEEK
Open Day and Night
9.30 - 10.30am | 6.00 - 8.00pm
Our Year 6 students are thrilled to show you around their school and give you a different perspective of school life at Milgate.

Fri 5 Jun
Foundation Discovery Days
2.00 - 3.00pm
Come and discover what makes Milgate so great! Your child will be involved in a fun learning activity with one of our Foundation teachers, while parents can enjoy a school tour and a chat with our Principal or Assistant Principal or just mingle with other parents.

Fri 21 Aug
Storytime
2.00 - 3.00pm
Your child will be enthralled with our wonderful storybooks and activities. Parents are welcome to enjoy afternoon tea in our Staffroom.

Fri 4 Sep
RSVP’s Essential

TERM 4
For Enrolled Students ONLY
Foundation Transition
2.00 - 3.15pm
Four weekly sessions with a range of fun and educational activities for your child to see what school is all about. Parents will be provided with material and presentations to help you give a better understanding of school life here at Milgate.

Our Teachers

Together we are committed to providing your child the greatest opportunity to reach their full potential as a learner and as a well-balanced and caring individual.

We strive to provide the very best teaching and learning environment at Milgate to ensure every child is challenged, engaged and supported. Our expertise, passion and enthusiasm is evident in everything we do.

Learning is a lifelong journey. Let us work together to help guide your child along this most exciting and wonderful start to their learning journey.

The Way We Teach

At Milgate, our Foundation Program has been specifically designed to develop your child’s curiosity and love for learning. It includes a comprehensive literacy program, play-based learning and our unique teaching approach to guide your child to inquire with confidence and enthusiasm.

Our programs offer the very best in academic, social and physical support for your child to develop the essential learning skills that will be the foundations for their future learning.

Our Foundation teachers are highly trained experts in early childhood literacy learning. Our detailed and comprehensive literacy program focuses on phonetics, which is the very cornerstone of your child’s literacy development, and will give your child the vital skills and knowledge for their future literacy achievements.

Milgate is an authorised IB World School offering the Primary Years Programme. Being an IB World School ensures a consistent, school-wide international teaching approach that is inquiry based and aims to develop the intellectual, emotional and physical potential of your child, in a secure and stimulating environment. We are the only primary school in Manningham to offer this unique teaching approach.

Developing all aspects of your child is at the centre of all our teaching and learning programs at Milgate. We look forward to sharing in this journey with you and your child.